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went to my first lecture there'  Sir William Bragg was the
lecturer,  but from the first sentence he uttered all my
apprehension left me,   for there before me I saw no
blinking grey-beard, but an upstanding man with quiet
melodious voice  and  kindly smiling  eyes,  an  artist
in words and in vision    Sir William spoke simply
He spoke quietly    He spoke clearly, and as he spoke
I saw new worlds    He made atoms and that sort of
thing  as  familiar as marbles    I  learned  about the
mighty forces which reside in the meanest of things,
forces which get mightier and mightier as the things
get smaller and smaller    Another of these scientific
wizards whom I heard speak there is Lord Rutherford,
and he taught me by his artless way of discoursing on
the marvels of the physical universe that the great man
of science, no less than the great poet, may be in his
simplicity  sublime    Younger  men,   too,   among  this
extraordinary class of mankind have somehow learned
this art of being simple and sincere, which I have been
struggling on the stage all my life to achieve    J B S
Haldane (Jack Haldane as he is known to his friends)
stands out with extraordinary vividness in my mind, as
one who goes straight ahead to meet discovery, relying
more on clear sheer thinking than on all the formidable
batteries of apparatus that we see when we are taken
round laboratories
So impressed was I with the wonders of these new
worlds which men of science are exploring and annexing
that I took one day the printed copy of another lecture
which I had heard at the Royal Institution and gave
it to Arnold Bennett, begging him to read it It was
the story of how plants are able to grow up and become
symmetrical and beautiful, brainless though they be
It told how each plant keeps its balance, puts out its
leaves and branches in due order, sends its roots down
into the ground and generally how it keeps itself, not
only trim and tidy and successful, but also like itself
I never thought about it before I was delighted to
know that they did it without brains It seemed to

